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Source Systems Ltd. Is named exclusive
U.S. Importer for Esprit-audio of France
San Clemente, CA (June 10, 2016) – As a recent addition to our import portfolio, we are pleased to now

offer retailers products developed by Esprit-audio of France.
For over a year Source Systems searched for innovative, high end technology, to provide
exceptional performance in wire and cable. Our requirement was affordability with outstanding
clarity, depth and detail, worthy of association with high resolution audio and complimentary to the
hardware solutions we offer.
From the recording to your ears, you have chosen the source, the amplification and the speakers of
your audio system. High resolution audio demands that the end result becomes a true performance,
transparent to the hardware associated with that experience.
Esprit-audio of France has developed technologies for over 15 years that provide this solution.

About Source Systems, Ltd. Incorporated in July 2013, Source Systems Ltd. is dedicated to the import and
retail distribution of high resolution, network and PC audio system components. Source Systems maintains
additional representation out of Chicago and New York. Source Systems may be reached at:
sourcesystems@cox.net or by telephone at 949-369-7729. Source System’s web site is located at:
www.sourcesystemsltd.com.
About Esprit-audio. For over 15 years Esprit-audio of France has created a range of cables, the result of
permanent and methodic search on conductors and insulating components to create the best products.
They are subjected to the most demanding tests and listening all along the designing process. The Esprit
savoir-faire and skill (including proprietary connectors) are also nourished by a constant dialogue with our
customers to find the most musical solutions.

